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Abstract 
We present a polynomial-time greedy algorithm that assigns proper wavelengths to a set of 
requests of maximum load L per directed fiber link on a directed fiber tree using at most 5/3L 
wavelengths. This improves previous re ults of Raghavan and Upfal (Proc. Ann. ACM Symp. 
on theory of computing STOC, 1994, pp. 134-143), Mihail et al. (Proc. 36th IEEE Symp. 
on Foundations of Computer Science, 1995, pp. 548-557), Kaklamanis and Persiano (Proc. 
Algorithms - ESA 96, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 1136, pp. 460-470), Kumar nd 
Schwabe (Proc. 8th Ann, ACM-SIAM Symp. on Discrete Algorithms SODA, 1997, pp. 437- 
444). 
We also prove that no greedy algorithm can in general use less than 5/3L wavelengths for a 
set of requests of load L in a directed fiber tree, and thus our algorithm is optimal in the class 
of greedy algorithms which includes the algorithms presented in [8-10, 12]. @ 1999 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
I. Introduction 
The motivation of our research lies in the field of wavelength division multiplexing 
(WDM) routing in all-optical networks. Optics is emerging as a key technology in 
state-of-the-art communication etworks. A single optical wavelength supports rates 
of gigabits-per-second (which in turn support multiple channels of voice, data, and 
video [7, 11 ]). Multiple laser beams that are propagated over the same fiber on distinct 
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optical wavelengths can increase this capacity much further; this is achieved through 
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). 
We model the underlying fiber network as a directed graph. Communication requests 
are ordered transmitter-receiver pairs of nodes. WDM technology establishes connec- 
tivity by finding transmitter-receiver paths, and assigning a wavelength to each path, 
so that no two paths going through the same link use the same wavelength. Optical 
bandwidth is the number of available wavelengths. Bandwidth is a scarce resource: 
state-of-the-art technology allows for no more than 30-40 optical wavelengths in the 
laboratory, less than half as many in manufacturing, and there is no anticipation of 
dramatic progress in the near future [13-16]. It is thus important to minimize the num- 
ber of wavelengths used to service a requested communication pattem. Variations of 
this problem have been studied by several authors [1,3, 8-10, 12, 17]. 
In this paper, we concentrate on tree topologies which are relevant o wide-area 
networks. In particular, we consider directed trees where each edge of the tree con- 
sists of two opposite directed fiberlinks. Directedness accurately reflects directed op- 
tical amplifiers placed on the fiber as well as asymmetries of the communication 
requests. 
Raghavan and Upfal [ 12] showed that routing requests of maximum load L per link 
of undirected trees can be satisfied using no more than 3/2L optical wavelengths and 
their arguments extend to give a 2L bound for the directed case. 
Erlebach and Jansen [5] proved that optimal wavelength assignment of requests in 
directed tree networks is NP-hard even if the load L is 3. Furthermore, the problem is 
also NP-hard for binary directed tree networks andarbitrary loads [6]. 
Mihail et al. [10] were the first to address the directed case. Their main result is 
a 15/8L bound for directed trees. They obtain this bound by reducing the wavelength 
assignment problem to a special case of bipartite dge coloring. This was improved in 
[8] (and independently in [9]) by solving optimally the bipartite dge coloring problem 
of [10] yielding a bound of 7/4L for directed trees. 
1.1. Summary of results 
We express our results in terms of the maximum load L of a set of requests; i.e., 
the maximum number of paths between transmitter and receiver that share the same 
directed fiber link. The proposed algorithm is a greedy algorithm. A greedy algorithm 
is an algorithm that considers the vertices of the tree one at a time in a DFS manner 
and, while at vertex v, colors (i.e., assigns a wavelength to) all the requests that 
touch vertex v (i.e., start at, end at, or go through v) that are still uncolored. Once a 
request has been colored, a greedy algorithm never recolors it. Greedy algorithms do 
not require global control and are thus amenable of being implemented in a distributed 
setting: each node, starting from the root of the tree, locally decides the colors of the 
requests that go through it and are still uncolored and then passes the control to each 
of its children that can then proceed independently. In other words, a greedy algorithm 
does not need a "central authority" that has knowledge of the overall request pattern 
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of the network to decide upon the colors. All known algorithms for the problem of 
wavelength routing on directed trees are indeed greedy algorithms [8-10]. 
For the upper bound, we assume for the sake of simplicity that L is divisible by 3. 
For general L, it is not difficult o generalize our results to show thatr5/3L ~wavelengths 
always suffice. 
Theorem 1. There exists a greedy polynomial-time algorithm that assigns wavelengths 
to a set of requests of maximum load L on a directed tree using at most 5/3L wave- 
lengths. 
Our next theorem shows a lower bound that implies that no greedy algorithm can 
in general beat the 5/3L barrier. 
Theorem 2. For each L > 1, for each ~ > 0 and for each greedy algorithm G there 
exists a tree and a pattern of communication requests of maximum load L for which 
G uses at least (~ - e)L wavelengths. 
Therefore, better bounds can only be obtained by non-greedy algorithms. The only 
known general ower bound is 5/4L [9]. 
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 2 we present the r duction of the wavelength routing problem on directed 
trees to a special case of bipartite edge coloring problem. In Section 3, we give a 
polynomial-time algorithm for solving the bipartite edge coloring problem and, finally, 
in Section 4, we present our lower bound. 
2. Reducing the routing problem to a constrained bipartite coloring problem 
In this section we reduce the problem of assigning wavelengths to the constrained 
bipartite edge coloring problem. We do so by giving an algorithm that can assign 
proper wavelengths by using as a subroutine our algorithm for the constrained bipartite 
edge coloring of the next section. 
Our algorithm for assigning wavelengths i a greedy algorithm as the ones presented 
in [8-10]. Starting from a node, the algorithm computes a depth-first numbering of the 
nodes of the tree. The algorithm proceeds in phases, one per each node v of the tree. 
The nodes are considered following their depth first numbering. The phase associated 
with node v assumes that we already have a partial proper coloring where all paths 
that touch (i.e., start, end, or go through) nodes with numbers trictly smaller than v's 
have been colored and no other path has been colored. During this phase, the partial 
coloring is extended to the one that assigns proper colors to all paths that touch v but 
have not been colored yet. During each phase, the algorithm does not recolor paths 
that have been colored in previous phases. 
Throughout all phases our coloring algorithm aintains the following two invariants. 
Invariant I. The total number of colors used is at most 5/3L. 
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Fig. 1. Requests touching vertex vand the relative bipartite graph (only real edges are shown). 
Invar&nt II. The total number of colors on two opposite directed fiber links is at 
most 4/3L. 
We now reduce the path coloring of a phase associated with node v to a bipartite dge 
coloring problem on a graph G~ constructed as follows. Without loss of generality, we 
assume to have full load L on each directed link. Let e0 be v's parent and let c~ . . . . .  ck 
be the children of v. We construct he bipartite graph of the current phase in the 
following way. For each vertex ci the bipartite graph has four vertices W/,X/, Yi, Zi and 
the left and right partitions are {W~,Zili=O,...,k} and {X~, Y/[i -- 0 .... ,k}. For each 
path of the tree directed out of some ci into some cj, we have an edge in the bipartite 
graph from Wi to Xj. For each path directed out of some ci and terminating on v, we 
have an edge from Wi to Y/. Finally, for each path directed out of v into some ci, we 
have an edge from Zi to Xi. See Fig. 1. The above edges are called real Notice that 
no real edge extends across opposite vertices Zi and Y,- or Wi and X/. Indeed vertex 
Zi has edges only to vertices of type Xj; on the other hand, an edge from IV,. to Xi 
would correspond to a path in the tree going from ci to itself. Notice also that all 
vertices of type Wi and Xi have degree L whereas vertices of type Zi and Y,. do not 
necessarily have degree L. We therefore add .fictitious edges to the bipartite graph so 
that all vertices have degree L. 
We have the following Lemma. 
Lemma 1. Any proper coloring of the edges of Gv corresponds to a legal assignment 
of wavelengths to requests thatgo through vertex v. 
To assign wavelengths to requests that go through v and are still uncolored, we run 
the algorithm of the next section on G~,. In particular, the algorithm completes the 
coloring using at most 5/3L colors (thus Invariant I is maintained) and guarantees that 
each pair of opposite vertices of G~ sees on their adjacent edges at most 4/3L different 
colors (this is sufficient o maintain Invariant II). 
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3. The algorithm for one phase 
In this section we present he algorithm used to complete the edge coloring of the 
graph associated to a phase of the greedy algorithm for wavelength routing. 
The algorithm receives as input an L-regular bipartite graph G = ({ W0 .. . . .  Wn }, {X0, 
. . . .  Xn},E)  where all the edges incident to W0 and X0 have been already colored and 
we call these edges the color-forced edges. Vertices of { W0,..., Wn } are called white 
vertices and are depicted with empty circles and vertices of {X0 . . . . .  X,} are called black 
vertices and are depicted with solid circles. Obviously, all edges of G join vertices of 
different color. 
We call a pair (Wi,Xi) of opposite vertices a line and say that Wi and X/ are mates. 
Also, it is obvious by the reduction of the previous ection, that we can assume without 
loss of generality that no edge connects two opposite vertices. If a color appears on 
only one color-forced edge, then we call it a single color. I f  it appears on two color- 
forced edges, we call it a double color; note that one of these two color-forced edges 
has to be incident to W0 and the other to X0. We denote by D and S the number of 
double and single colors, respectively, and set T = D + S. 
3.1. Assuming exactly 4/3L colors 
We assume that the total number of single and double colors T is exactly 4/3L. In 
case T is less than 4/3L, we will consider some of the double colors as two distinct 
single colors. More precisely, suppose that T = 4/3L - k and thus D = 2/3L + k. Then 
we pick arbitrarily k double colors and for each such double color x we re-color the 
edge adjacent o X0 that was colored with x and joins X0 to some vertex u with a 
new color x ~. This brings up the total number of colors to 4/3L. Then we execute 
the algorithm to complete the edge coloring of the bipartite graph and at the end we 
change back the color of the edge (X0, u) to x. This can potentially ead to an illegal 
coloring: the algorithm may have colored an edge adjacent o u with color x. To fix 
this problem we identify the longest path starting at X0 that is colored alternating colors 
x' and x and change the color of each edge on this path from x to x r and vice versa. 
This has no consequences for the validity of the coloring and for Invariants I and II 
except, possibly, for the last vertex v of the path. Indeed it is possible that v shared 
one color between x and x ~, say x, with its mate but not x'. Now changing the colors 
x and x ~ will result in one extra color seen by the line containing v. To fix this we 
repeat he same procedure exchanging colors x and x ~ on the longest path colored with 
x and x' that starts from v's mate. 
This sequence of fixing steps never visits W0. In fact, the fixing procedure reaches 
a white vertex only through an edge colored x ~ and none of the edges adjacent o W0 
is colored with x ~ (remember that x' is a newly created color and all edges adjacent o 
W0 are colored using one of the "old" colors). Also, no vertex is visited twice and the 
sequence of fixing steps stops when it reaches a vertex whose mate either sees both x 
and x t or sees neither x nor x t. 
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3.2. Decomposin9 into matchings 
We proceed by decomposing the bipartite graph into L perfect matchings which can 
always be done since it is L-regular. Each such matching includes exactly two color- 
forced edges: one incident to W0 and one incident to X0. A double color is called 
separated if its two color-forced edges appear in different matchings. On the other hand, 
if they appear in the same matching then the color is said to be preserved. We classify 
the matchings into four types: TT, PP, SS, TS, based on their corresponding color- 
forced edges. If the two color-forced edges of a matching are colored with separated 
colors, then the matching is of type TT. If the two color-forced edges are colored with 
the same preserved color, then the matching is of type PP. If the two color-forced 
edges are colored with two single colors, then the matching is of type SS. If the two 
color-forced edges are colored with a single color and with a separated color, then the 
matching is of type TS. 
3.3. Chains and cycles of matchings 
We partition the matchings into groups. Each such group is either a chain or a cycle 
of matchings. A chain of matchings is a sequence Mo,M~ ..... Mt-i of l matchings 
such that 
1. M0 and Mr_ l are matchings of type ST; 
2. M1 ..... Mr-2 are all matchings of type TT; 
3. for each 0~< i~< l -  2, matchings il4- and Mi+l share exactly one double (separated) 
color. A chain consists of at least wo matchings. 
A cycle of matchings is a sequence (Mo,MI .... ,Mr-l) of l TT matchings uch that, 
for each 0 ~<i~< l -  1, matchings Mi and Mi+lmodt share exactly one double (separated) 
color. 
3.4. Minimal chains and cycles 
A sequence C of matchings (chain or cycle) is minimal if it does not contain any two 
parallel color-forced edges. A non-minimal sequence of matchings can be split into two 
shorter sequences in the following way. Consider the sequence C = (M0 . . . . .  Mz_l) of 
matching and suppose that the edge colored ci of Mi and the edge colored cj of Mj are 
parallel. We exchange the two edges thus obtaining two new matchings M[ and Mj with 
color-forced edges colored cj and Ci+l and ci and cj+l and the two new sequences of 
matchings Cl = (M0, MI .... , Mi-l, M j, Mj+I . . . . .  Mr-j ) and C2 --- (M/, Mi+ 1, - - . ,  Mj-1 ). 
The sequence C1 is of the same type (i.e., a cycle or a chain) as C while C2 is always 
a cycle. We repeat his process of splitting one sequence into two new sequences until 
all sequences are minimal (i.e., they do not contain parallel edges). 
3.5. Constructin 9 the triplets 
Next we partition all the matchings into groups of three matchings that we call 
triplets. Each such triplet has ix color-forced edges; of these, two are colored with 
single colors and the remaining four with double colors. 
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We obtain the triplets as follows. First, we consider all the chains of length 3 or 
greater. From each such chain C = (M0, M1,..., Ml_ l) we obtain one triplet by stripping 
off C and grouping together the first two matchings Mo,M1 and the last matching Ml- l .  
Triplets obtained in this way will consist of two ST matchings (that is M0 and Mr-1 ) 
and one TT matching (that is M1). The color-forced edges are colored with single 
colors so and sl and double colors dl,d2,dl- l ,  with dl being the common color of 
M0 and M1. 
Now we are left with cycles, "stripped chains", chains of length 2, and SS matchings. 
We consider the even length cycles and stripped chains first and construct riplets 
each consisting of two consecutive TT matching from the same cycle of stripped chain 
and one SS matching. We repeat he same process for odd length cycles and stripped 
chains. However, in this case for each cycle or stripped chain there will be exactly one 
"leftover" TT matching. We then construct riplets with one SS matching along with 
a pair of these TT leftover matchings. 
Finally, if at any time during the construction of the triplets we run out of SS 
matchings, we continue constructing triplets by grouping together each individual TT 
matching along with a pair of ST matchings that constitute a chain of length 2. Since 
the total number of old colors is exactly 4/3L, including exactly 2/3L single colors 
and 2/3L double colors, all matchings can be grouped into such triplets. 
We will color the matchings maintaining the following two conditions which are 
sufficient o prove Theorem 1. 
Condition 1. The number of new colors used is at most D/2. 
This condition will be enforced by using at most one new color per triplet. 
Condition 2. Each line sees at most 4/3L colors. 
This is enforced by making sure that if a line sees a new color it does not see one 
of the old colors. Consequently, the number of colors seen by a line does not exceed 
4/3L once all edges have been colored. 
Lemma 2. Condition 1 above implies that the total number of colors used is at most 
5/3L. 
Proof. Since the number of edges adjacent o W0 and X0 is 2L, we have 2D ÷ S = 2L 
and the total number of colors D + S is 4/3L. From these two equalities we get directly 
that D = 2/3L. Therefore, the total number of colors used is at most D+S+D/2 = 5/3L. 
[] 
3.6. Setting the active colors 
We color each triplet individually by four of the old colors that appear on the color- 
forged edges of the triplet and, in some cases, a new color. The four old colors used 
are called the active colors for the triplet and they include the two single colors of 
the triplet. The remaining two active colors are chosen among the double colors of the 
triplet so that each double color is active for exactly one triplet. Furthermore, we do 
the coloring of each triplet so that if a line sees the new color of the triplet then that 
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line does not see one of the active colors of the triplet. Therefore, since throughout the 
coloring of all matchings each color (old or new) is used for the coloring of exactly 
one triplet we can see that conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied. 
We continue by determining what the active colors are going to be for each triplet. 
We have to be careful about consistency among triplets that share double colors; i.e., 
include TT matchings from the same cycle or chain. 
First, we fix the active colors of the triplets containing the leftover TT matchings. In 
order to properly color such a triplet (S, 7"1,/'2) while maintaining the properties above 
we choose the active colors to be the two single colors of matching S along with the 
color of the color-forced edge touching W0 in TI and the color of the color-forced 
edge touching X0 in T2. 
This choice of active colors for such a triplet forces the choice of active colors 
for the triplets containing TT matchings coming from the same cycle or chain as TI 
and T2 in the following obvious way. Let (S, 7"3,/'4) be a triplet consisting of one SS 
matching and two consecutive TT matchings from the same cycle or stripped chain as 
7"1. Then the active colors of such a triplet are the colors of the color-forced edges 
touching Wo in 7'3 and 7"4 along with the two color of the color-forced edges of Sj. If, 
instead, 7"3 and T4 belong to the same cycle or stripped chain as T2, then the active 
colors are going to be the old single colors appearing in Sl along with the color of 
the color-forced edges of 7"3 and 7"4 that touch Xo. 
Finally, we can determine the active colors of the triplets containing two TT match- 
ings belonging to even length cycles or chains (i.e., those cycles or chains that did not 
give rise to leftover TT matchings) to be for each triplet the two old single colors of 
the triplet along with the color of the color-forced edges that touch Xo or Wo, picked 
arbitrarily as long as we are consistent across each cycle or chain. 
The coloring of the triplets is presented in the next section. 
3.7. Coloring the triplets 
In this section we show how to assign proper colors to the uncolored edges of a 
triplet. As we mentioned above for each triplet we will use the active colors of the 
triplet and, sometimes, a new color. If we do use a new color for a triplet, we enforce 
the property that each line that sees the new color does not see one of the active colors 
of the triplet. This ensures that the total number of colors that a line will see across 
all triplets does not exceed the number of old colors and that the total number of new 
colors introduced for all triplets is at most half the number of old double colors. 
There are four general types of triplets: 
Type A: These are triplets consisting of one SS matching and two leftover TT 
matchings. A special case of type A triplet occurs when one or both the leftover TT 
matchings is actually a PP matching that is the leftover matching of a cycle of length 1. 
Type B: These are triplets consisting of one SS matching and two consecutive TT 
matchings from the same cycle or chain. A special case of type B triplet occurs when 
the two TT matchings constitute a cycle of length 2. 
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Fig. 2. The case in which an edge is restricted by both z and s2. 
Type C: These are triplets consisting of the two ST matchings that constitute a chain 
of length 2 and one TT matching. A special case of type C triplet occurs when the 
TT matching is actually a PP matching. 
Type D: These are triplets that were obtained by stripping off a chain the first 
two matchings (an ST and a TT matching) and the last matching (an ST matching). 
A special case of type D triplet occurs when the chain has length exactly 3. 
We next show how to color each triplet depending on its type. 
3.7.1. Coloring triplets of  type A 
Consider a triplet R = (S, 7"1, T2) of type A, where S---(sl,s2), TI = (x, y) and T2 = 
(w,z). We note that sl and s2 are single colors and that x,y,w, and z are double colors 
and let the active colors of R be sl,s2,x, and z. Here we concentrate on the case in 
which the four double colors are distinct separated colors. I f  x = y or w = z, then the 
corresponding TT matching is actually a PP matching and the coloring is much simpler 
than what we are going to describe below. If  x = z or y = w, then R is actually a triplet 
of type B which is handled in the next section. 
Suppose x, y, w, and z are distinct separated ouble colors. We consider matchings 
Ti and T2 together as one cycle cover of the bipartite graph. In what follows, for the 
sake of clarity we assume that the cycle cover of two matchings consists of one single 
cycle that spans the entire bipartite graph. We remark that all our colorings can be 
easily adapted if such a cycle cover consists of more than one cycle. 
In the cycle cover formed by the two matchings 7"1 and T2, edges are taken alternating 
between T1 and T2. Starting from W0 and taking as first edge the x color-forced edge 
of T1, the cycle cover reaches X0 after an odd number of edges (W0 and X0 have 
different colors). This implies that we arrive at X0 through the y-color forced edge of 
T~. The next edge in the cycle cover is the z-color forced edge of T2 and then we 
reach W0 after an even number of edges and the last edge is the w-color forced edge 
of T~. Therefore, for this case, the cycle cover can be drawn as shown in, for example, 
Fig. 2. A similar reasoning applies to the drawing of the cycle covers arising in the 
coloring of triplets of types B-D. 
The coloring proceeds in the following way. We first cheek if there exists an un- 
colored edge whose endpoints are incident to color-forced edges colored with all four 
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Fig. 3. The case in which an edge is restricted by both x and s2. 
active colors. Note that these may include the "fixed" color-forced edges colored with 
Sl,S2,X, and z that belong to R as well the two "free" color-forced edges colored with 
x and z that belong to other triplets. We denote by ex and ez the free color-forced edge 
colored with x and z, respectively, and by es, and es~ the color-forced edges colored 
with Sl and s2, respectively. 
Suppose there is no edge restricted by all four active colors. We color the uncolored 
edges of  the cycle cover by starting from one of the color-forced edges of  the cycle 
colored with an active color (i.e., either z or x) and alternating between x and z. When 
we encounter a vertex v that is incident to a free color-forced edge e, we use color s2 
to color the edge, e', incident to v that would have been colored with the same color 
as e. Then we color the next edge x and continue alternating between z and x. This 
is possible unless e ' is adjacent to es2 as well. Note that ez cannot be incident to the 
same vertex as e~ 2, and, similarly, ex cannot be incident to the same vertex as e~,. 
Now if e' is restricted by both z and s2, then we color with sz the other edge incident 
to v, color e' with x and continue alternating z and x (see Fig. 2); we finish by using 
sl to color the edges in the SS matching. This coloring is obviously proper and we do 
not need to argue about the number of  colors seen by a line since we have used no 
new color. 
On the other hand, if ex and e~ 2 are incident to the same vertex v then we color the 
conflicting adjacent edge e= (v,u) with sl and continue alternating x and z starting 
with x. The uncolored edges of  the SS matching are then colored using s~ except for 
the edge e, = (u, u*) incident to u. Edge e, is colored s2 unless u* sees the edge 
colored s2 used to fix the conflict with ez in which case e, is colored with z (see 
Fig. 3). 
The previous coloring is proper unless e is also adjacent o e~, in which case we 
color as described in Fig. 4. 
Finally, we consider the situation where we have an edge restricted by all four active 
colors. We color such an edge with a new color n. Note that such a restricted edge 
belongs to one of the TT matchings of  the triplet, as edges of  the SS matching cannot 
be restricted by sl or s2. In Fig. 5, we show an example with an edge (u, v) restricted 
by Sl, s2 and the free x and z. The cases in which one of the four constraints comes 
from a fixed edge are handled similarly. 
We color edge (u, v) with n, the rest of the uncolored edges of  the cycle cover 
by alternating x and z, and the uncolored edges of  the SS matching with the n. This 
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Fig. 5. An example of an edge restricted by the four active colors in a type A triplet. 
coloring is obviously proper. No line except the lines containing vertices u and v sees 
an edge colored with one of the two single colors. Moreover, since u and v cannot be 
a line as they are adjacent, the line containing u does not see color s2 and the line 
containing v does not see color sl. Therefore, if a line sees n then it does not see at 
least one of the active colors. 
3.7.2. Color&9 triplets of type B 
Consider a triplet R = (S, TI,/'2) of  type B, where S = (s1 ,$2) ,  TI = (x,y) and T2 = 
(y,z). We note that sl and s2 are single colors and that x,y, and z are double colors 
and let the active colors of  R be Sl,S2,X, and y. Also note that no two color-forced 
edges colored x, y or z can be parallel as T~ and /'2 belong to the same minimal cycle 
or chain. 
Here we only discuss the case in which x ~ z that is Tt and T2 do not constitute 
a cycle of  length 2. I f  this is not the case the coloring can be achieved in a simpler 
way than in the case of a general type B triplet. 
We consider S and T1 together as one cycle cover of  the bipartite graph and assume 
that the cycle cover consists of  just one cycle. 
We start by distinguishing two cases, depending on whether the free color-forced 
edge ex is parallel to es:. 
If  the free color-forced edge ex is not parallel to es2, we use x to color the edge (u, v) 
which is next to es2 in the cycle cover and the colors sl and s2 alternatively for the 
edges of  the cycle cover that remain uncolored (see Fig. 6). This coloring is legal for 
the following reasons. The free color-forced edge x joins X0 to a white vertex different 
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Fig. 6. An example in which in the cycle cover formed by matchings S and T~ the free color-forced edge 
ex is not parallel to es2. 
from v. Therefore, neither u or v is adjacent o an edge colored with x. Moreover, there 
is an odd number of  edges between es, and es 2. Therefore, by coloring (u, v) with x 
and then alternating with sl and s2, the edge next to e~ is colored with s2. 
The uncolored edges of  T2 are colored with y except for the edge (a, b) which is 
adjacent o the fixed color-forced edge colored with y. Next we show that it is legal 
to color (a, b) with either x or s2. First of  all, observe that a sees (i.e., is adjacent o 
edges colored with) y and Sl. Therefore if b does not see color x it is legal to color 
(a, b) with x. I f  vertex b sees color x then it must be the case that b is either u or the 
vertex next to Wo in the cycle cover. In both cases b does not see color s2 and thus 
it is legal to color the edge (a, b) with s2. 
Let us now consider the case in which the free color-forced edge ex is parallel to 
e~ 2. If there is more than one edge between e~, and e~2, then we can color with x the 
edge of the cycle cover next to e~ and complete the coloring as in the previous case. 
I f  there is only one edge (u, v) between es, and e~2 in the cycle cover we resort to 
a new color n. We use the new color n to color (u, v) and use alternatively n and x to 
color the edges of the cycle cover that remain uncolored. The uncolored edges of  T2 
are colored with y except for the edge of T2 that is adjacent o the fixed color-forced 
edge colored with y, which is colored with s2 (see Fig. 7). 
The coloring described is legal. To this aim we observe that vertex a and v are the 
only vertices that see color s2 and they are certainly distinct. In fact, the free color- 
forced edge colored x and the fixed color-forced edge colored with y belong to the 
same cycle or chain and thus cannot be parallel. 
For the per-line requirement we observe that the active color sl is seen only by the 
line containing vertex u and thus all other lines certainly see at most 4 active colors. 
Let us focus our attention on the line containing u. If vertex a is not u's mate than the 
line containing u does not see color s2 as s2 appears only on two edges and v cannot 
be u's mate. I f  instead vertices u and a constitute a line, then this line does not see 
color x. 
3. 7.3. Coloring triplets o f  type C 
Consider a triplet R=(T I ,Tz ,  T3) of type C, where TI =(s l ,x) ,  T2=(x, s2) and 
T3=(y,z) .  We note that sl and s2 are single colors and that x,y, and z are 
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Fig. 7. The case in which in the cycle cover formed by rnatchings S and T1, there is only one edge between 
esl and esz. 
W-0x~Sl, 1 aw - - ~ i / ' ~ A s 2 0 s ~  l~s_2o 2 b x __X_0s 2 ~ ' '  . . . . .  "" 
a s_l s_2 s 1 \ 
\ x  X 
v 0 A 
O Y A 
V 
Matching T_3 
Fig. 8. Coloring the cycle cover ofa type C triplet using alternatively colors t and s2. 
double colors and let he active colors of R be s1 ,s2 ,x  , and y. We note that no two 
color-forced edges colored x, Sl or s2 can be parallel as T1 and T2 belong to the same 
minimal chain. Also we note that x ¢ y. If y = z, then /'3 is actually a PP matching 
in which case the triplet is colored using Sl to color the uncolored edges of T1, s2 to 
color the uncolored edges of T2, and y to color the uncolored edges of/'3. 
Let us therefore assume that y ¢ z. We consider matchings T] and /'2 together as 
one cycle cover. We properly color the uncolored edges of the cycle cover by using 
alternatively colors sl and s2. Then we use y to color the uncolored edges of matching 
T3, except for the one edge e = (u, v) of /'3 that is adjacent o the free color-forced 
edge colored with y which we color with x (Fig. 8). 
The coloring just presented is legal unless one of the edges adjacent to u r v in the 
cycle cover is colored with x. Since x is used to color only two edges, if this is the 
case then either vertices u and a coincide or vertices b and v coincide (see Fig. 8). 
Next we consider only the case in which u and a coincide as the other case is similar. 
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Matching T_3 
Fig. 9. Coloring a triplet of type C in which vertices u and a and v and b coincide. 
I f  vertices u and a coincide then we recolor the edge of the cycle cover that is 
adjacent o v and has been colored with s2 with x and edge (u, v) of / '3 with s2. This 
coloring is legal unless we are in one of the following two cases: 
1. Vertices v and b coincide. In this case v would be adjacent to two edges colored 
with x. 
2. Vertices v and d coincide. The edge colored s2 adjacent to v is a color-forced edge 
and thus cannot be recolored. 
Let us consider the first case. I f  there are more than two edges (including the Sl 
color forced edge) between b and Wo in the cycle cover then recolor the edge colored 
s2 adjacent o v with Sl and the next edge with x. Then, the (u, v) edge of T3 is colored 
with s2. See Fig. 9. 
I f  instead between b and W0 there are only two edges, we resort to a new color n, 
color the cycle cover using n and s2 and color the edge (u, v) of T3 with color s2 and 
the other edges of / '3  using y (see Fig. 10). The coloring just described is obviously 
legal and the per-line requirement is argued as follows. The active color Sl is only seen 
by the line containing w while x only by the lines containing u and v. However, neither 
u (as it is a white vertex) nor v (it is adjacent o w) can be w's mate. Therefore, we 
conclude that if a line sees l then it does not see x and the per-line requirement is 
proved. 
Let us now consider the case in which vertices v and d coincide. We distinguish 
two sub-cases depending on the number of  edges between u and v. I f  there is more 
than one edge between u and v in the cycle cover we color the edge adjacent o v 
which is not color-forced with x and finish alternating between sl and s2. The edge 
(u, v) of  T3 is colored using sj and the remaining edges of T3 with y (see Fig. 11). 
If instead u and v are adjacent in the cycle cover, we resort to a new color and 
color the cycle cover using n and sl, the edge (u, v) of  T3 with sl and the remaining 
edges of T3 using y. 
The coloring is easily seen to be legal. For the per-line requirement, we observe 
that only the line containing v sees color s2 and only the lines containing w and u see 
color x. However, neither w nor u can be v's mate and thus we can conclude that a 
line that sees s2 does not see x (see Fig. 12). 
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Matching T_3 
Fig. 10. Coloring the a triplet of type C in which vertices u and a and v and b coincide and there are only 
two edges between b = v and W0 in the cycle cover. 
W ~ S  1 S__2 s__l __ ~ . .~X -~ . . . .  ~- .  _ __ .  _o 
- © ~ 0 - "Jd=v 
a=u s_2 s_l  s_2 s_ l  x x 
\ \  s_ l  
x 0 
V ~ U 
O Y A 
w 
Matching T_3 
Fig. 11. Coloring the a triplet of type C in which vertices u and a and v and d coincide and there is more 
than one edge between d = v and a = u in the cycle cover. 
w x X_0 - -  . . . .  " - .  
a=u -v  , 
\ x  
S_I x 
v © @ 
0 Y 
Matching T_3 
Fig. 12. Coloring the a triplet of type C in which vertices u and a and v and d coincide and there is only 
one edge between d = v and a = u in the cycle cover. 
3.7.4. Coloring triplets of type D 
Consider a triplet R=(T1,T2, T3) of type D, where Tl=(sl,x), Tz=(x,y) and 
T3=(z, s2). We note that no two color-forced edges colored x, y, z, sl or s2 can 
be parallel as the three matchings belong to the same minimal chain. We also note 
that sl and s2 are single colors and that x, y, and z are double colors and let the active 
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Fig. 13. Coloring the cycle cover ofa type D triplet when color y is active. 
W_0 x g s_l O 
X w 
x w A s_l ~ x  X-0 
~ ~s  1 © s_l x 
Fig. 14. Coloring the cycle cover ofa type D triplet when color z is active. 
colors of R be s l , s2 ,x ,  and either z or y, depending on the choice of active colors of 
the other triplets of the chain to which Tl, T2, and T3 belong. 
We consider matchings Tl and T2 together as one cycle cover. If y is active, we 
color the edge next to es, with y. We can do so since the free color-forced edge 
colored with y cannot be parallel to es,. Then we use alternatively x and sl to color 
the uncolored edges of the cycle cover and s2 to color the edges of T3 (Fig. 13). The 
coloring just described is proper also if the triplet was obtained from a chain of length 
3 and colors y and z coincide. 
Suppose instead that z is active. In this case, the uncolored edges of the cycle cover 
are colored using alternatively x and sl and color z for just one edge of the cycle 
cover in order to break the parity of the edges between es, and ex. We remark that 
this is not always possible and deal with this case below. The coloring is completed 
by using s2 to color the uncolored edges of T3 (Fig. 14). 
The only case where z cannot be used to break the parity of the edges of the cycle 
cover is when all the uncolored edges between e~, and ex are adjacent to a color forced 
edge colored with z (see Fig. 15). In this case, we use colors x and n alternatively to 
color the uncolored edges of the cycle cover and s2 for the edges of/ '3 that remain 
uncolored. To show that the per-line requirement is enforced, we observe that there 
exists exactly one dge colored with Sl (i.e., edge e~, ) and that the line that contains 
the endpoint of e~., other than W0, call it u, does not see z. Indeed there are only two 
vertices that see color z, but one is adjacent to u (and thus cannot be u's mate) and 
the other has the same color as u (and thus again cannot be u's mate). 
4. Lower bound 
In this section we present our lower bound for greedy algorithm for the wavelength 
routing problem. For sake of simplicity we assume that L is even and greater than 1. 
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Fig. 15. Coloring of a type D triplet when color z is active and cannot be used to color edges ofthe cycle 
cover. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We prove the lower bound inductively. We assume inductively 
that, for a vertex C there are ~n/2L requests along each link to its parent and that all of 
these requests are colored using different colors. Then we assign requests between the 
two children A and B of C in such a way that (1 + ~/2)  colors are used in total and 
the inductive hypothesis between one of A and B and one of its children is enforced 
for ~n+l -- 1 + ~/4.  It is easy to see that c~* = lim~_.~ ~n = 4, where 
1 for n= 1, 
= ~n-_____d_l for n > 1. ~n 1 + 4 
Therefore, for any ~ > 0 and any greedy algorithm G, it is possible to construct a set 
of communication requests of maximum load L so that G uses at least (~-  ~)L colors. 
The base of our induction for ~ = 1 is established in the following way. We start 
with 2L requests (i.e., L requests on each direction) between the root R and one of 
its children R ~. The greedy algorithm colors these request using at least L colors in 
each direction. We then choose two sets of L/2 request along each direction with each 
request colored with a different color, propagate them to one of the children of R ~ and 
stop at R ~ the remaining requests. 
Let C be a vertex and A and B its two children (see Fig. 16). We denote by K2 the 
set of colors used along the link (C,A), by/(3 the set of colors used along the link 
(B,C), by K1 the set of colors used along the link (B,A) and by K4 the set of colors 
used along the link (A,B). 
We inductively assume that 
Assumption 1.1(2 N/(3 = 0; 
Assumption 2. 11(21 = [K3I = ~/2L; 
and thus uK31 =-c .  we fill the link (B,A) to capacity by assigning kl =L(1 - c~/2) 
requests. These requests need to be colored with new colors and thus the total number 
of colors used increases to L(1 + ~/2). Next we assign L requests to the link (A,B). 
The best that any greedy algorithm can do is to color these L requests using all the 
new colors employed for the link (B,A), plus half of the colors of K3 and half of the 
colors of/(2. The edge (A, C) thus sees 
IK~ uK2 UK4] = IKll + I/(21 + I/(41- IK2 nK4] -  IK~ nK4] 
: (1 - ~)L + ~L +L-  ~C-  (1 - ~)L 
= (1 + ~)C. 





Fig. 16. The lower bound. 
In other words to complete the inductive step we have to enforce for A the same 
situation as in C for (1 + ~/4). This is achieved in the following way: 
1. among the ]K1 ]+ ]K21 = L requests coming from C, we let only the following continue 
to the left child of A: 
• SI:(½ - ~)L requests from KI. 
• $2: (c~/4)L requests from K2. 
for a total of ½ (1 + ~/4) colors. 
2. and the ]/£4] =L  requests coming up from A to C all originate from A except for 
the following ones which instead come from the right child of A 
• RI: (~/4)L requests that were colored with colors used of K2 and which were not 
considered in $2 above; 
• R2: (~/4)L requests that were colored with colors used of/£3; 
• R3: (½-  3~)L that were colored with colors of K, and which were not considered 
in $1 above; 
for a total of ½(1 + ~/4) colors. 
Finally, observe that the requests going down to the left child of A and those coming 
up from the fight child of A are colored with different colors (i.e. the sets of colors 
are disjoint). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. [] 
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